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FISMA D

FW: Association of German Banks - Request for joining a Banken on screen panel on 

the Basel IV proposal (November 2021)

DearMI

On behalf of Sean I would like to thank you for your e-mail and the request for joining a Banken on 

screen panel on the Basel IV proposal in November.

Unfortunately Sean's agenda is already very busy in November and he will not be able to accept the 

invitation.

However, he nominated Mr Martin Merlin, Director FISMA.D, to replace him at the panel. Mr Merlin has 

expressed his interested in attending the screen panel.

Should this proposal be suitable for you, please liaise directly with MR Merlin's office (in cc) for further 

follow up.

We wish you a lot of success with your event and trust in your understanding.

Best regards,

Office of Mr. John Berrigan
Director General

European Commission
DG FISMA - Directorate-General for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets Union

Rue de Spa 2 - 1049 Bruxelles

9 Brussels-Beloim

mance
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The views expressed in this e-mail are my own and may not, 
under any circumstances, be interpreted as stating an official 
position of the European Commission.

From:
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2021 3:45 PM

BERRIGAN John (FISMA)
Cc: FISMA DIRECTOR GENERAL

ec. e uro p a. e u >;
bdb.de

Subject: Association of German Banks - Request for joining a Banken on 
screen panel on the Basel IV proposal (November 2021)

Dear Director-General, dear Sean,

I hope that you and your team had a good summer break.

The BdB intends to organize a 60 minute virtual panel 
discussion as part of its successful virtual Banks on screen 
series taking stock of the upcoming Commission's legislative 
proposal on Basel IV. Striking the right balance between bank's 
resilience and financing of the economy will be the key 
challenge.

We would be delighted, if you, Sean, would agree to join the 
panel and present the Basel proposal from the European 
Commission's perspective.

Meanwhile we have approached EP Vice-President Othmar Karas 
(EPP, AT) to join the panel. Deutsche Bank would also be among 

with

The event would take place in November 2021 - thus shortly 
after the much expected publication of the legislative proposal. 
Regarding the exact date of the event, we would be open to 
suggestions, ideally in the second week of November 2021.

This public event will be livestreamed on our website. The 
discussion will be in English. We guess that we will have around 
150 international participants from the ELI institutions, member 
states and financial sector.

bdb.de


We look forward to hearing from you - hopefully with a positive 
reply.

Best regards.

Association of German Banks

Avenue des Arts 56

B-1000 Brussels
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